Think Money

By WALTER HAGEN

DURING the past few years professional golf has been undergoing an interesting and significant change. The pro has started to think about money.

Prior to the dawn of the business era in pro golf, the pro as a commercial factor was generally about in the class of the old-time newspaper man or actor. He loved the game. Its income for him enabled him to get by, and why give any particular thought to the morrow?

Possibly it was contact with members whose means greatly exceeded his own that first gave him the urge to make himself a prosperous business man; possibly it was the volumes written about golf becoming the national game. In the latter event, the pro must have had the hunch that he should be due to collect for his prominent part in the tremendous development of the sport. He came face to face with the fact that if this popularity of golf was making a lot of money, it certainly wasn't coming his way any too strong.

The situation was bewildering to men who, as a class, never had given any special thought to business. Golf changed from a sport to a business almost over night and some of the boys don't know yet that the change happened.

The Dominating Thought

It is up to the pro of today to line up with the prevailing conditions by thinking business first, last and all the time. If he gets himself into this habit of thinking he need have no concern about his financial future.

This policy of thinking and acting business all the way through is not to be understood as a suggestion that the policy be made too strongly evident. Blunt grasping for every loose nickel is a fatal overplay of the hand. But common-sense use of the idea of making every action and word have some favorable effect on your money-making capacity as a professional, will set you in solid with your members. They are business men and are attracted and held by the pro who shows that he is a straight-forward and business-like sort of a fellow.

Making money is no trick if you are willing to work and use your head. Is there any mystery to the success of the fellows who are year after year at the same clubs and making a good income out of their shops and lessons? You know and I know, that they made good simply because they set out to make money and used the same kind of effort employed by the men who sell shoes, clothing, groceries, and what not.

Money First, Then Glory

It may be a sad sight for some pros to see the glamorous career as a successful pro compared with the career of the butcher, the baker, and the candle-stick maker, but the sooner a number of pros look at their job in this light, the quicker they'll boost their incomes.

Why do you buy your clothes at a certain store? Study the merchant's methods and apply them to your own business. Or, better still, if you know of retail stores in any line that are highly favored by your members, study them and see why they are making money from the same buyers you are trying to get for clubs, balls, other equipment and lessons.

Study, think, and act business more. You can't do too much of it. The bright boys are doing it and are making money in clubs where other fellows would starve to death and whine about their tough luck, the members being tight, and dozens of other alibis. When we are not making the money we think we ought to be making, the reason may be that advanced by Mr. Tunney's favorite author, "The fault, dear Brutus, lies not in our stars, but in ourselves."
Greener Greens--Better Fairways
PREMIER POULTRY MANURE
A NATURAL GRASS FOOD AND STIMULANT
—without moisture—pulverized—easily distributed—quickly absorbed into soil. Being more soluble than other manures it is more available. Applied with minimum labor and expense.
Write for descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.
PREMIER POULTRY MANURE COMPANY
308 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.
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Your Course Is Judged by Your Greens!
Get Leesley creeping bent greens and your members, your guests and your maintenance budgets quickly tell the tale of Leesley superiority.
It is the bent that is native to the prevailing climatic conditions of the greater part of the United States golf territory north of the Mason-Dixon line. Its texture is uniformly fine; it is healthy, hardy and beautiful.
Write now for prices and complete details of Leesley creeping bent greens.
ROBERT F. LEESLEY GRASS CO.
Grower of the Famous Leesley and Riverside Strains of Creeping Bent
Telephones: Riverside 5348-5454
NURSERY ADDRESS:
22nd and Harlem Ave. RIVERSIDE, ILL.
Write for your free copy of the valuable Leesley book on creeping bent greens.
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# Golfdom Buyers' Guide

Check this page and mail it to GOLFDOM, 236 N. Clark St., CHICAGO

Notify GOLFDOM of your club’s requirements for course, clubhouse and pro shop, and you will get prompt and complete details from leading manufacturers. Check, on list below, items that interest you. Add your name and address at bottom and mail to GOLFDOM, 236 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

| Announcement boards | Fountains—Drinking
|----------------------|-------------------
| Architects—Course;   | Furniture—Clubhouse.
| Landscape            | Grounds, Porch
| Awnings              | Garbage incinerators
| Bags (golf)          | Gum
| Balls                | Handicap racks
| Ball markers         | Handicap cards
| Ball washers         | Harrows
| Benches, tee         | Heating Systems—Clubhouse.
| Bent stolons         | Water
| Beverages            | Hedge trimmers
| Bird houses          | Hole rims
| Brown patch preventives | Horse
| Buffing motors       | Indoor putting surfaces
| Caddie badges        | Kitchen equipment
| Caddie time clocks   | Landscaping material
| China                | Laundry equipment
| Cigars, Cigarettes   | Lawn sweepers
| Clubs                | Linens
| Club racks           | Lockers
| Compost distributors | Maintenance equipment
| Compost mixers       | Mole traps
| Confectionery        | Motion picture outfits
| Coolers, water       | Mowers—Fairway, Green.
| Dish washers         | Rough, Tee
| Display cases        | Mower overhauling
| Drugs                | Mower sharpeners
| Drainage engineers   | Organizing service
| Dryers               | Pipe—Drainage, Water
| Dump carts           | Playground equipment
| Electric systems     | Plumbing supplies
| Fencing              | Pumps (shallow—deep—)
| Fertilizer           | Putting cups
| Fertilizer distributors | Rakes
| Flexible steel mats  | Refrigerators
| Fire extinguishers   | Refrigerating Machines
| Flags                | Rollers—Fairway, Green, Spiked
| Flag poles           | Score cards
|                      | Seed—Fairway, Green
|                      | Seeders
|                      | Shoes
|                      | Showers
|                      | Shrubs
|                      | Shrub
|                      | Grass cutters
|                      | Soda fountains
|                      | Soil screeners
|                      | Soil testers
|                      | Sprayers
|                      | Sprinklers
|                      | Sprinkling carts
|                      | Swimming pools
|                      | Tanks—Elevated, Gasoline, Underground
|                      | Tea room equipment
|                      | Tee boxes
|                      | Tee markers
|                      | Tee umbrellas
|                      | Teens—Patented
|                      | Telephone systems
|                      | Tennis court equipment
|                      | Tires—Drainage
|                      | Time recorders
|                      | Tractors
|                      | Trophies
|                      | Waste receptacles
|                      | Water softeners
|                      | Water systems
|                      | Water wells
|                      | Weed killers
|                      | Weed stingers
|                      | Worm eradicators
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BENEFITS NEW SEEDINGS

MILORGANITE is an ideal source of nitrogen for new seedings.

Free from weed seeds.
Does not injure sensitive seedling.
Easily and quickly applied.
Produces benefits following season.

Abundant plant food, applied prior to seeding, promotes early growth of uniform sturdy turf, better able to cope with severe weather during the first critical winter.

Judicious expenditures for fertilizer yield handsome returns in better fairway turf and are an investment in insurance to cover cost of seed and soil preparation.

Assistance of our Soil Technologists obtainable by addressing

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
508 Market St.
Milwaukee, Wis.

It is easier and cheaper to obtain good turf at the start than to improve poor fairways later.